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ABSTRACT: Building a data warehouse for pathological data is a challenging task because data are collected from diverse sources. To capture and integrate these diverse data sources for pathological reporting and analysis, plans have developed data warehouse. A data warehouse is considered as an architecture that is designed for query and analysis over traditional transaction processing. Historical data can be derived from the transaction processing and data warehouse mainly stores these historical data. But it can also include data from other sources. Pathological data warehouse contains historical information of patients and their different test results. The construction of data warehouses involves data cleaning, data integration, and data transformation. In this paper we have developed an architecture of a data warehouse model, a star schema and a development process suitable for integrating data from diverse healthcare sources have been presented. Finally the data warehouse can be viewed as an important preprocessing step for data mining.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data warehouses may be relatively new to the health domain but it is an important component of health informatics. It deals with resources and methods needed to optimize the acquisition, storage, retrieval and use of information in medical research and applied to the areas of health care management, diagnosis, clinical care, pharmacy, nursing and public health [1, 2].

A data warehouse provides the ability above and beyond an analog or electronic health record (ECG, ECHO, EMG), text or numbers (e.g., Patient ID, diagnostics data, demography) and images (radiological, ultrasound) to manage and improve the quality of care down to the individual patient level. This can be accomplished through a number of approaches, though all must start with the application of medical informatics. Changes in the pathology interpretation (the diagnosis) can drastically alter the clinician's treatment plan and the patient's prognosis. As in all disciplines of medicine, the goals of pathology are to conform to the ethical principles of beneficence and non-maleficence: the obligation to help and not to harm patients. To this end, pathologists are obligated to provide accurate and timely diagnoses, to protect patients from wrong diagnoses, and to reduce the diagnostic variability that can have a major impact on patient therapy and management.

Pathological Data warehousing is the only viable solution for providing strategic information and vital issue to develop a support system for clinical decision-making process. it is a simple concept for information delivery but traditional operational database does not support critical data analysis tasks of the health care providers. It contains detailed data but do not include important historical data, and since it is highly normalized, it performs poorly for complex queries that need to join many relational tables or to aggregate large volumes of data in order to generate various clinical reports. A health data warehouse is a data store that is different from the hospital’s operational databases. It can be used for the analysis of consolidated historical data [3, 4].

In this paper, our main goal is to design a pathological data warehouse. We will describe the data preprocessing using some test value and then we will design a star schema for pathological data. In section 2, some related works on health and pathological data warehouse will be described. In section 3, data preprocessing part will be described. In section 4, the architecture and star schema of our data warehouse will be described. And finally in section 5, there is the conclusion part.
II. RELATED WORKS

This chapter surveys previous work on data warehouse design using pathology or medical health data. Many works have been done before on data warehouse design using pathological data, medical data, clinical data etc. Data warehouse terminology by Ralph Kimball, defines data warehouse as "a copy of transaction data specifically structured for query and analysis" [5]. In [4], the authors provide an operational and technical definition of data warehouses; present examples of data mining projects enabled by existing data warehouses, and describe key issues and challenges related to warehouse development and implementation. In [2], authors mainly focused on medical data and they emphasizes the unique features of medical data mining and they also emphasize on ethical, security and legal aspects of medical data mining. In [3], the authors presented data warehouse architectures using clinical data and gave some solutions to tackle data integration issues using some clinical data warehouse applications. In [6], authors identifies the prospects and complexities of Health data warehousing for Bangladesh perspective and they also propose a data-warehousing model that is suitable for integrating data from different health care sources. In[7], where the architecture of data warehouse is done for Duke University medical center and identify factors compatriots with increased risk for preterm birth for ensuing use of data mining project. In [8], to discover associations between the presence of diseases and clinical findings, authors have used co-occurrence statistics. There are four stages in the medical knowledge development cycle: Planning Tasks, Understanding/learning, Action/internalization, Enforcing/unlearning [9].In [10], author describe the design, development, and implementation of an enterprise-wide data warehouse at the University of Michigan Health System with less specific requirements. In [11] authors presented Main components of KDD and DM and their relationships and Medical Information System development time table. Data mining can be viewed as a process rather than a set of tools, and the acronym SEMMA (sample, explore, modify, model, and assess) refers to a methodology that clarifies this process [12].In [13], the authors use statistical process control charts in hospital epidemiology. In [14], the authors report on the in-house development of an integral part of the data warehouse specifically for the intensive care units (ICU-DWH).In [15], the authors mainly emphasize to use neural network for the diagnosis of diabetes mellitus.

III. DATA PREPROCESSING

Data preprocessing is considered as a major task in building Data Warehouse (DW). It includes outlier detection and removal, handling missing values, transforming data to a suitable format to DW etc. Our first task is about on this step i.e. data preprocessing of building DW.
To do this work, we will take urine test as sample and we will perform the following task on it:
Task 1: Determination of Data Types (nominal, ordinal etc) and Value Range (min-max) for each of the given tests
Task 2: Synthetic random data generation in MS Excel format
Task 3: Missing value handling for each test
Task 4: Transformation analysis (e.g. Min-Max, Z-Score etc)
The following sections will describe the details procedures that have been used to do the tasks mentioned above. Now we will describe the above task:

3.1 Determination of Data Types (nominal, ordinal etc) and Value Range (min-max) for each of the given tests

The task 1 is about determining the data types of the given test samples and also identifying the range of each given tests in which the values can belong to. We have used internet to collect information about each test and thus identified its data type, value range i.e. minimum and maximum values and measuring units. Separate value range has been identified for male and female [27]. An excel file like table 1.1 has been used to store these data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Determination of Data Types for Given Tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albumin (Micro)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 hrs Urine Calcium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 hrs Urine Phosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spot Urinary protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 hrs Urine Uric</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.1: Data Type and Value Range Determination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>acid</th>
<th>(Urine Analysis)</th>
<th>Protein creatinine ratio</th>
<th>protein/creatinine ratio</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0.11</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0.11</th>
<th>Numerical</th>
<th>mg/mg creatinine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24 hrs Urine Sodium</td>
<td>Urine Sodium Level Test</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>Numerical</td>
<td>mmol/day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creatinine clearance (CCr)</td>
<td>Creatinine clearance test</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Numerical</td>
<td>ml/min</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 hrs Urine Potassium</td>
<td>Potassium Urine Test</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>Numerical</td>
<td>meq/L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 hrs UTP</td>
<td>Total protein, 24-hour urine</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>Numerical</td>
<td>g/V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osmotarily: Plasma/Urinary_Random</td>
<td>Urine Osmolality, Random</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>Numerical</td>
<td>mOsm/kg of water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osmotarily: Plasma/Urinary_24</td>
<td>Urine Osmolality, 24 hrs</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>Numerical</td>
<td>mOsm/kg of water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Synthetic random data generation in MS Excel format

In task 2, we have to generate a random dataset in excel format from the data collected in task 1. To fulfill the randomness criteria, we have written a java program to generate data in excel format. Our java program randomly generates patient test data and store it in a excel file. During the generation of dataset, we also generate some missing value randomly. For generating missing values, numerical attribute i.e. test value is only considered. A sample dataset is shown in figure 3.1

![Randomly generated dataset with missing values](image)

3.3 Missing value handling for each test

The task 3 asked us to handle missing values generated in task 2. Handling missing value is very important step in producing consistent and clean data. There are several techniques to handle missing values. Some of the common techniques are discussed in [1]-

a. Ignore the tuple: This is usually done when the class label is missing (assuming the mining task involves classification).
b. Fill in the missing value manually: In general, this approach is time consuming and may not be feasible given a large data set with many missing values.
c. Use a global constant to fill in the missing value: Replace all missing attribute values by the same constant such as a label like Unknown.
d. Use a measure of central tendency for the attribute (e.g., the mean or median) to fill in the missing value.
e. Use the attribute mean or median for all samples belonging to the same class as the given tuple: For example, if classifying customers according to credit risk, we may replace the missing value with the mean income value for customers in the same credit risk category as that of the given tuple. If the data distribution for a given class is skewed, the median value is a better choice.

f. Use the most probable value to fill in the missing value: This may be determined with regression, inference-based tools using a Bayesian formalism, or decision tree induction.

Since all of our missing values are of numerical data type so we have preferred Class mean approach to handle the missing value. In our approach-
1. Each test item e.g. ACR has been considered as a class.
2. Here, each class two mean values namely female Mean and male Mean have calculated based on patient’s gender.
3. If the patient whose test value is missing is male then the missing value will be replaced by male Mean of the test class. Otherwise the missing value will be replaced by female Mean of the test class. The data sample generated after replacing the missing values is shown in figure 3.2.

![Data Sample after replacing missing values](image)

3.4 Transformation analysis (e.g. Min-Max, Z-Score etc)

The task 4 is about transforming data to a suitable format for National Pathological Data Warehouse. Transformation of data is an essential task in building Data Warehouse. Since data are collected from multiple heterogeneous data sources to build DW so it is necessary to transform them into a common format that is suitable for data mining task. There are many ways of data transformation. In this task, we have used Min-Max and Z-score transformation to build our DW.

3.4.1 Data Transformation using Min-Max Normalization

Min-max normalization performs a linear transformation on the original data. Suppose that min A and max A are the minimum and maximum values of an attribute 'A'. Min-max normalization maps a value, vi, of A to vi 0 in the range [new min A; new max A] by computing:

\[ v_i' = \frac{v_i - \text{min}_A}{\text{max}_A - \text{min}_A} (\text{new}\_\text{max}_A - \text{new}\_\text{min}_A) + \text{new}\_\text{min}_A \]

Now, we will apply this equation in our dataset and we will get the normalized dataset. Figure 3.3 shows the Min-max normalization of our sample dataset in the range [0, 1].
3.4.2 Data Transformation using Z-Score Normalization

In z-score normalization (or zero-mean normalization), the values for an attribute ‘A’, are normalized based on the mean (i.e., average) and standard deviation of A. Z-Score normalization is calculated by the equation

\[ v'_i = \frac{v_i - \bar{A}}{\sigma_A} \]

Where \( \bar{A} \) and \( \sigma_A \) are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of attribute A.[1]

IV. ARCHITECTURE OF PATHOLOGICAL DATA WAREHOUSE

The architecture of NPDW is shown in fig.4.1The development of pathological data warehouse is a huge undertaking, and requires a considerable commitment of time and effort. Firstly historical data will be collected from multiple operational systems. Actually Heterogeneous pathological data will be collected from different governmental and private sources of Bangladesh. By Using Extraction, Transform and load (ETL) these data will be integrated into a temporary repository. After that Determination of Data Types, Synthetic random data generation in MS Excel format, missing value handling for each test, Transformation analysis (e.g. Min-Max, Z-Score etc.) are done. Then data are loaded into the ODS. From ODS data are finally stored in DW. Afterward OLAP Analysis, Reporting and Data mining task are performed from NPDW.
Fig 4.1 Architecture of pathological data warehouse

Now, we will focus on developing the logical understanding of the National Pathological Data Warehouse (NPDW). This section also consisted of four tasks as follow:

Task 1: Identification of all facts and dimensions for NPDW
Task 2: Designing star schemas for all facts and dimensions tables
Task 3: Identification of all uses of NPDW
Task 4: Showing some results from the synthetic data generated in section 3 that can be loaded to the warehouse to serve the uses as per task 3.

The details of these tasks are discussed in the subsequent sections.

4.1 Identification of all facts and dimensions for NPDW

We have identified two facts tables and five dimensions tables for the NPDW.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fact and Dimensions Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fact 1</strong> Test Result [patient key, lab key, test key, disease id, time key, test result, test cost, no of tests done, no of normal result]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fact 2</strong> Disease info [patient key, test key, disease key, no of related Disease, no of affected Patients, disease likely hood]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dimensions</strong> 1. Patient [patient key, age, gender, district, division] 2. Diagnostic Lab [lab key, lab name] 3. Test [test key, test name, test type] 4. Time [time key, day, month, year] 5. Disease [disease id, disease name]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Fact and Dimensions of star schema

Here, the ‘disease likelihood measure’ gives the statistical probability of how a patient likely affected by a disease or how a test likely related to a disease. For example likelihood (test key, disease key) > 0.5 means the test is related to the disease.

4.2 Designing star schemas for all facts and dimensions tables

The star schemas of the facts and dimensions identified above are shown in figure 4.2. There are two star schemas for the DW, one for Test Result fact table and another for Disease info fact table.

4.3 Identification of all uses of NPDW

There are so many usages of National Pathological Data Warehouse for Bangladesh. Some of the usages are given below.
1. Supports strategic planning and quality management for medical sectors of Bangladesh.
2. Fosters improved outcomes for patients, population and the provider organization.
3. Enables public health initiatives at the state and national level.
4. Permits healthcare providers to influence national level policy.
5. Monitors National level disease trends and helps in taking initiatives.
6. Defines national level reference value for a particular test.
7. Detects redundant costly tests prescribed by doctor.
4.4 Showing some results from the synthetic data

This section shows some example usages that can be performed by our proposed star schemas. Suppose, the government of Bangladesh is taking a strategic decision about buying some machines for diagnostic purpose. The NPDW can help in taking such decision by computing the measure ‘no of tests done’ from Test Result fact table using the dimensions Time, Patient, Test and Disease. Different combinations of dimensions e.g <Patient, Disease> can be used to calculate the total number of tests done by the patient for that particular disease. Redundant costly tests also can be detected using disease likelihood measure along different dimensions.

V. CONCLUSION

Data warehouses save time and energy and also guarantee the accuracy of the data. Pathological data warehouse represents an exciting area of current development and offer the potential to shape the way we utilize and manage Pathological data. In this paper we have developed pathological data warehouse architecture and showing the development stages of it. We have also discussed logical design approaches star schema for large DW. Some preprocessing tasks are done by using suitable transformation techniques. If the clinical systems become more habituated to use data warehouse then the efficiency of the health care providers increased day by day. If the proper authority takes initiative to setup data warehouse for pathological sector then it will benefit people in many ways. Patients can access their pathological information whenever they want. Many health researchers can make knowledge discovery by using pathological data warehouse. Clinic and pathological center who wants to get more advantages from technology they should use data warehouse by creating it.
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